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SUKMARY 

This paper gives a definition of machine models and their 
uses In logistic planning and experimentation. As examples, 
a general description Is given of "Laboratory Project 1," a 
man-machine model, and of the Missile Support Model, A machine 
model used In "Laboratory Project 2." This description covers 
such areas ast 

The purpose of these models. 
The general procedure used In creating the models. 
The trouble ar^as found In this creative period. 
The results obtained from the running of the models. 
The trouble areas found In the running of the models. 
Other possible uses of models, such as a means of 
training on a managerial level. 
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up--you build a miniature representation of a thing;   you  simu- 

late  the conditions   to which the  real  thing will  be  subjected, 

and apply these  simulated conditions  to your model.     Prora the 

results of  these  two  steps,   In  turn,   you make  changes   In  the 

model and Its environment.     If you have  been  "real"   In your 

simulation,   you  can   then apply  these  changes  and  results   to 

the model's  real-life  counterpart. 

Now,  strangely  enough,   these  are exactly  the steps  and 

alms of a machine model.    To apply  this  to  logistics,   for  the 

moment,  consider the  alms of  a model,   called L?-l,   created for 

the  RAND Logistics   Department.     Several  members  of   this   depart 

ment had some  definite Ideas  on  how  to  Improve present-day 

supply In  the  Air Force.    Obviously,   It  would be nice  to  some- 

how test  these  Ideas  and policies  without  changing present-day 

supply policy,   and then possibly finding you had goofed. 

These people  Initiated the creation  of  two models--one,   based 

on present-day  supply policies,  and  the second,  a  like model 

that Incorporated their Ideas.    They  then  ran  the  two models 

simultaneously In an  effort to compare one against the other. 

I  Intend to  take up  this model In more detail  later,   but  I 

think  this shows  one  of the uses  of  a model. 

LP-1  Is,   then,   an example of  a  model used by RAND*s 

Logistic  Department.     Another example  Is  the   "Missile  Support 

Model," which Is  the  first step  In  LP-2.     Both of  these models 

contain models.     For  Instance,  LP-1  contained a  "Base Main- 

tenance Model,"   a   "Parts  Repair Depot  Model,'   a model  of   the 
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Storage  Site,   etc.     Just  the nameo  are   Indicative  of  thla 

department'a usage  of models. 

However,   before  I FO Into detail about these models,   I 

want  to talk a  little of some of  the  troubles you can encount- 

er  In the building of models.     Let's  look  first at  the  formu- 

lation stage.     You essentially need  three  types of people  to 

formulate a model:   Person or persons,   1.  who know what  the 

problem Is,   2.   who know the  real-life  system to be modeled, 

3.   who know  the  capabilities of  the  computer to be  used for 

the model.     In   the   formulation of  LP-1,   it was  the  members of 

the Logistics Department who wanted a model which would  test 

their new supply policies.     In order to  better ensure  a realis- 

tic model,   they called upon civilian personnel  from  the  field 

for information and advice regarding present day  supply policies, 

and  finally,   to  this group were added programmers  from RAND'o 

Numerical Analysis Department.     Thus,   conferences were held— 

the  civilians explaining supply  in  real   life,   the programmers 

doing their best  to  translate  this   into a machine model.     Often, 

compromises had  to  be made,   for space  limitations of  the  machine 

or anticipated machine  running  time  places a   definite  limitation 

on  the size of  the model.     It  is  ridiculous  to even  think of a 

model  which  takes,   say eight hours  of machine  time,   and yet 

represents only one  hour of supply experience.     Finally,   when 

all   these parties have  come  to  that armed  truce,   signifying 

aKreunent on  the machine representation,   the programmers  begin 

programming.     After  the model has  been programmed,   It must  be 



checked out by trial runs to eliminate programming errors. 

Often, during this sta^e, compromises are again made.  This Is 

actually sort of the second stage.  The third step Is the 

actual running of the problem and the fourth step Is the 

analysis of results. The fourtn step öfter- leads to changes, 

and we then repeat steps two, three, and four.  In these four 

steps are many trojble areas, for compromise Is not an easy 

thing to come by.  It takes careful and Intelligent planning, 

and a little luck, to reduce a system to a machine model.  You 

dare not oversimplify for fear of trivial results, and yet. 

If you overcomplicate, analysis can become Impossible. 

Overcompllcatlon will al^o result In more machine hours 

consumed In the running of the job, and in more programming 

time to ready the Job for the machine.  These two Items are 

expensive and should not be wasted.  Even when this set of 

problems Is overcome, you may still have trouble.  Here, 1 

refer to the machine making errors.  Machine errors, If caught, 

cause delay; If not caught, they cause errors In results. 

This Is a problem that must be considered all the time, and Is 

usually countered somewhat effectively by continual supervision 

I will now tf;lve you a description of LP—1; what It Is, 

why It was done, and some of the results of this model. 

"Laboratory Project l" was a man-machine model created to 

study two different philosophies of aircraft spares support. 

One philosophy was incorporated In Weapon System 1, which was 

a supply model based on current Air Force supply policies; and 
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the second philosophy was Incorporated In Weapon System 2, 

which was a model based on policled proposed by members of the 

RAND Logistics Department. 

In general, the problem of supply is (1) procurement, 

which asks the question:  "When and how many spares do I buy?", 

and (2) distribution, which asks: "Where do I put the spares 

I have bought?" The two weapon systems were run simultaneously 

with the hope that by comparison. Weapon System 2 would emerge 

more efficient end less costly. 

The weapon systems consisted of bases (10 in each system), 

IRAN (1 in each system) where IRAN means "Inspect and Repair 

as Necessary", Parts Repair Depot (1 In each system), Storage 

Site (1 in each system), Factory (1 in ea":h system), and 

Transportation (1 for both systems). 

A base consists of 3 major functions:  (1) operations, 

which fly the aircraft, acquire failures, fix airplanes to make 

them combat ready, send failures to maintenance; (2) maintenance, 

which repairs failures or sends failures to Parts Repair Depot, 

returns repaired items to supply; and (3) supply, which provides 

parts to both operations and maintenance, and receives parts 

from the storage site. The base was part of the machine model, 

and consisted approximately of 5»OO0 instructions.  The major 

difference between a base In Weapon System 1 and Weapon System 2, 

was in the requisitioning of parts. Supply at a Weapon System 1 

base requested parts from the storage site when stocks were 

low.  It requested a specific number of a specific part.  A 
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Weapon System 2 baoe never ordered stock—Instead, It supplied 

dally Information to the storage site.  This Information con- 

sisted of things like the number condemned, the number of repair- 

ablea, etc.  The result of these two courses of action will be 

discussed when I talk about the storage sites,  hach base had 

a base manager who had some control over the machln- base. 

The two major actions available to the base manager were (l) 

ordering his base to cannibalize a part from one downed aircraft 

and put It on another aircraft, and (2) ordering his base to 

fill a hole on the aircraft, by using the next higher assembly. 

Some of the other activities of a base manager were (l) allow- 

ing maintenance to work overtime In order to repair more fail- 

ures, and (2) changing the priorities by which maintenance 

scheduled Its repairs.  The base manager received dally outputs 

from his base and it was the study of this Information which 

triggered all of his actions. 

When a plane on any base lodged a given number of hours. 

It was sent to IRAN for an overhaul.  IRAN corresponds directly 

with operations at the base level.  It flew planes, acquired 

failures, fixed planes, and sent the failures to the parts re- 

pair depot.  The major difference between IRAN in Weapon System 

1, and IRAN in Weapon System 2  was the ordering of stojk—IRAN, 

in Weapon System 1, ordered stock, but the IRAN in Weapon System 

2 never actually ordered—rather, 1* sent dally Information to 

its storage site.  IRAN was also a part of the machine model 

and consisted of approximately 3,000 Instructions.  The IRAN 
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These two manual activities, the factory and transporta- 

tion, would have been made a part of the machine model nad time 

and space permitted. The machine models took about 9 months 

to do—this represents 4^ man—months of programming time. Much 

of this time was spent In conference with supply people, defin- 

ing operations, maintenance, supply, etc. The managers were 

Air Force personnel 

It took approximately 10 to 15 minutes to run the machine 

part of Weapon System 1 for 1 day, while It took 15 to 20 

minutes to run Weapon System 2.    At the end of the machine runs, 

the output was given to the managers who then had 20 minutes In 

which to make decisions before the next dally run took place. 

Thus, one real day was compressed into approximately one hour. 

For purposes of study, a month was considered to have only 10 

days. The experiment ran for 3 years compressed time—5 years 

of 120 days a year.  At the end of each month and quarter, 

special reports were made to the weapon system managers. Tnese 

reports were machine programs also.  T^ere was a weapon system 

manager for each system, and his functions were: 

1. Responsibility for the efficient running of his 

system. 

2. Central clearing house of Information for the other 

managers . 

^.  He could have a base ahlp parts to another base. 

Many problems were encountered In the running of this 

experiment.  One trouble area was the 704, since downtime 
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